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Additional Reading 7–on Money Creation and Monetary policy tools

1. An example to understand fractional-reserve banking system
Suppose you deposit $100 in Bank A, the bank has an extra $100,so the amount gets added
under assets, but to the bank this $100 dollars is also a liability, since you can come and get
your money at any time or write a check or make ATM withdrawal. Remember the accounting
equation at play here is A=L assuming equity or net worth is zero.So now the bank A has
possession of your $100 dollars, what happens next. The Federal Reserve sets something
called required reserve ratio(RRR) or reserve requirement(RR),if this RRR is 100%, we call it
full-reserve banking system, this means the bank has enough money to give it to its all
depositors even if all of them come and demand their money all at one time. But that’s not
what happens. if RRR is less than 100%, we call it fractional-reserve banking system,
meaning that a bank only has to keep a certain percentage of deposits in reserve with the Fed
and loan the rest out.In this case we assume RR is 20% for the purpose of analysis, in real
life,it’s much lower. This means every bank must keep at least 10% of every deposit and can
loan the rest out. The Fed regularly audits its member banks to make sure they don’t fall
below the reserve requirement. And also we assume the banks loan out every penny they are
allowed to since they want to maximize their profit by earning interests on loans. So of your
$100 dollars, Bank A will keep $20 as required reserves and the remaining $80 of course are
excess reserves.

Table 1: Bank A’s T-account after your deposit but before the loans
ASSETS LIABILITIES

Total Reserves $100 Deposits $100
Required Reserves $20
Excess Reserves $80
Loans $0

Table 2: Bank A’s T-account after your deposit and its loans
ASSETS LIABILITIES

Total Reserves $20 Deposits $100
Required Reserves $20
Excess Reserves $0
Loans $80

Bank A loans out the $80.The bank A still has $100 in the liability column and in the asset
column,it has $20 of your original money in required reserve.They also have another $80 in
loans which are also assets from bank A’s perspective because whoever takes loans have to
pay back one day. Both sides of T-account are still equal as they always should be. What
happens next is that $80 dollars get loaned out to someone else who use it to pay for whatever
he wanted to loan for. Whomever he pays deposits the money in his bank account. it could be
the same bank or a completely different bank,either way, it’s a new deposit, here without loss
of generality and to simplify our analysis, we assume it’s deposited into another bank—bank
B. So bank B is in the same situation as bank A except the amount of deposits—-$80 or 80%
of bank A’s deposits. It is in its liabilities, because the new depositor can demand this money
back as well. Now we can see if we combine the two balance sheets of bank A and bank B call
it whole commercial banking system we”ll have $180 as deposits in liability column and this
means effectively $80 dollars new money has been created out of thin air.
You are worried about one thing: what if bank A’s depositor demanded all of his or her money
i.e $100 and yet Bank A physically has only $20 dollars in reserve. Bank A can’t meet this



Table 3: Bank B’s T-account after someone’s deposit
ASSETS LIABILITIES

Total Reserves $ 80 Deposits $80
Required Reserves $16
Excess Reserves $ 64
Loans $0

Table 4: Commercial Banking System’s Combined Balance Sheet (A and B)
ASSETS LIABILITIES

Total Reserves $ 20(A)+80(B) Deposits $100(A)+80(B)
Required Reserves $ 20(A)+16(B)
Excess Reserves $ 64(B)
Loans $80(A)

depositor’s demand and it experiences a ”run”. Then bank A has to borrow money from other
banks to cover them.If no other bank will lend to them, then the Fed steps into its role as
lender of last resort and lends the bank A money to cover the deposits.If Bank B stopped
loaning out excess reserves, we would have $100 in reserves, $80 dollars in loans and $180
dollars. You may have noticed that $100 dollars in reserve are exactly your initial deposit and
actually we can prove that the increase in the reserve balance is always equal to the original
deposit no matter how many banks we take into account (i.e a hundred, a thousand, or even an
infinite number of banks).But actually as we argued earlier, every bank wants to make interests
on loans. So once bank B loans out its excess reserves, we can keep going with this process
to create more money. For bank B,$16 is kept in reserve but $64 is loaned out. And $64 is
deposited in another bank C again, now our total deposits are $244 in the system. The process
keeps going(with more and more banks), but notice that the amount gets smaller each time.
Look at Table 2 in additional reading 6, if Bank K stopped loaning, the total deposits in the
system would be $457.05, meaning money has been increased by $357.05 the amount of loans.
If Bank K continues loaning out its excess reserves and so do all other banks, the increment in
deposits each time will get even smaller. Eventually, it’s going to peter out. Once all of that
happens, the money on our ledger will have multiplied by a factor of 1 divided by the RRR.
( This is because the infinite increments in deposits generate a geometric series whose sum
amounts to 1

RRR ).We call this factor Money Multiplier(MM) You can see the total of first
column(deposits) of Table 2 in AR6 converges to 500 (MM=1/0.2=5) meaning the original
$100 will turn into $500 when this is all done. But the third column(total reserves) are always
$100 i.e. the original deposit.
Interesting analysis here is comparative statics analysis where we change RRR and see how
that would affect the total money created.For example, if RRR is cut in half, then MM will
double which implies that the total deposit that could be created will also double from $500
to $1000.You can see this from Figure 1 in AR6 that as we line up banks on x-axis, more and
more money can be created and the total converges to $1000 with RRR at 10%.Conversely, if
you double RRR i.e. 20% to 40% total deposits would be 250 eventually.

2. Required Reserve Ratio
Now Let’s start talking about the different tools that the Fed or any central bank has for either
increasing or decreasing the supply of Money. We’ll start with the tool RRR adjustment. As
you may have seen in figure 1 AR6, total deposits as part of money supply would increase once

Table 5: Commercial Banking System with all banks loaned up
ASSETS LIABILITIES

Total Reserves $ 100 Deposits $500
Required Reserves $100
Excess Reserves $0
Loans $400



RR is lowered and vice versa. The idea is that a lower RR frees up some of these reserves from
the Fed and brings them back into the banking system because a decrease in the RR mean
that each commercial bank lends out a greater proportion of their reserves which leads to an
increase in the money supply.In other words,reducing in the RR allows more money from the
household deposits to be kept at commercial banks and not at the Fed. The money that is
required to be kept at the Fed can not be lent out by commercial banks, therefore, a lower RR
means that there is more money available to be lent out by commercial banks.Let’s look at the
same example we used above, the only difference being the RR at 10% instead of 20%. Bank
A keeps $10 and loans out $90, the changes on its balance sheet can be recorded as follows:

Table 6: Bank A’s T-account after your deposit and its loans
ASSETS LIABILITIES

Total Reserves $10 Deposits $100
Required Reserves $10
Excess Reserves $0
Loans $90

The the $90 it loans out gets to be deposited by someone in some bank called bank B. Then
the recorded entries on Bank B’s balance sheet should be like:

Table 7: Bank B’s T-account after someone’s deposit and its loans
ASSETS LIABILITIES

Total Reserves $9 Deposits $90
Required Reserves $9
Excess Reserves $0
Loans $81

Table 8: Bank C’s T-account after someone’s deposit and before the loans
ASSETS LIABILITIES

Total Reserves $81 Deposits $81
Required Reserves $8.1
Excess Reserves $72.9
Loans

You can see as we did in the first example, every bank has the same loaning behavior i.e put
10% of deposits on reserve with the Fed and 90% on loans.Bank B’s loans would end up in
another bank called Bank C as deposits, then let’s continue with this process for more banks
A,B,C,D,. . . ,eventually we’ll have a geometric series of newly created deposits: 100 + 100 ×
0.9 + 100 × 0.92 + · · · = 100 × 1

1−0.9 = 1000 where 1
1−0.9 = 1

0.1 = 10 is the money multiplier.
And also you can try to sum up the total reserves in the whole banking system no matter how
many banks are loaning up excess reserves or some bank stops loaning or every bank is loaning
up excess reserves.It has to be equal to the original deposit put in the system. For
example,assuming C stops loaning, the total reserves are 10 + 9 + 81 = 100 our initial deposit!
Now let’s go back to the original RR at 20%, what if the Fed wished to decrease the supply
of money? one way it could do so is by raising the RR, for example, from 0.2 to 0.4 now this
means of their total deposits from households, commercial banks have to send more of their
total reserves to the Fed which takes the money out of circulation. There is now less liquid
money available for borrowing and lending causing the total money supply to decrease. Try to
do the bookkeeping on each commercial bank and the whole banking system’s balance sheets
when RR stand at 0.4 yourself.

3. Discount Rate Adjustment
Historically, the RR adjustment has rarely been used in the united states, a more commonly
seen tool the Fed uses to manipulate the money supply is called Discount Rate Adjust-
ment.Discount Rate is defined as the interest rate the Fed charges the commercial banks
on the short-term loans they borrow from the Fed.



Table 9: The whole commercial banking system’s T-account after all banks are loaned up
ASSETS LIABILITIES

Total Reserves $100 Deposits $1000
Required Reserves $100
Excess Reserves $0
Loans $900

So why would the commercial banks want to borrow from the Fed?Would the commercial
banks prefer borrowing from another commercial bank at a lower interest rate?(this is called the
Fed funds rate which is the interest rate at which depository institutions lend balances to each
other overnight, it now stands at .25 percent while the discount rate stands at .75 percent)
Because the Fed is the lender of last resort, when most commercial banks have troubles in
liquidity particularly when there is a financial distress or a bank has an emergent need to
make a huge loan out or meet its RRR. Obviously,when this need can not be met by other
banks, the Fed becomes the best choice. What if the Fed wanted to increase the supply of
money? By cutting the discount rate since this lowers the borrowing cost of taking a loan from
the Fed and gives commercial banks more incentives to borrow from the Fed.Once more money
is borrowed by a depository institution, it enters into the commercial banking system which is
doing fractional reserve banking. With banks, businesses and households lending, borrowing
and spending, the money multiplier kicks in, the money that can be created will mulitplied
due to the fact that each bank holds a fraction of their deposits in the Fed account.Next let’s
look at an example with RR at 20%.Suppose Bank A borrowed $ 20 from the Fed and the Fed
put this money into its Fed account(You can also assume the Fed gives Bank A but it doesn’t
affect our analysis because once A loans out this money, two assumptions are equivalent), what
would happen to Bank A and the Fed’s balance sheet:

Table 10: The Fed and Bank A’s Balance Sheet after loan is made from the Fed to BankA

the Federal Reserve Bank A
ASSETS LIABILITIES ASSETS LIABILITIES

Securities Reserves $X +$ 20 Reserves $ X+$ 20 Deposits $5X
Loans +20 Currency Loans $4X Owed to the Fed +$ 20

You have noticed that $20 has been created out of thin air in the bank A’s Fed reserve
balance as part of monetary base. This is in the liability column and has increased the size of
liabilities (or Assets). You may have heard the words like “the Fed has expanded its balance
sheet” or “The Fed has expanded its monetary base” on business news. Both mean increasing
money supply! It is also worth mentioning that this could be done by adding or subtracting
a number on its electronic ledger stored in the Fed’s computer today considering the money
exists mostly in electronic form thanks to the invention of computers. Data management is
much easier today, but before the electronic age, the Fed had to print more bills and sent them
to the Bank A. But sometimes we still say ”printing money” please don’t take it literally for
it’s not necessary. So just take it with a grain of salt whenever you hear me say “print”.
Let’s go back to Bank A’s balance sheet. Now it has $20 dollars more on its reserve at the Fed.
This money is excess reserve because under the liabilities $20 gets added on a different and
special account called ”owed to the Fed” and Bank A does not need to hold required reserve
against this account as it does for those demand deposits with the households.
*You may further ask me why ”owed to the Fed” is not reservable or it acts differently from
demand deposits. The answer is the claimant on this account is the Fed and of course it knows
when this loan matures thus not demanding any reserve on it. In other words, ”owed to the
Fed” is less liquid than demand deposit and is not subject to withdrawal without prior notice
as is the demand deposits. So commercial banks do not have reserves against this account like
they don’t against other less liquid liabilities.
Bank A loans out this money to whoever needs the money and spends it on whatever she
wants the loan for. It eventually gets into the hands of some bank as part of its deposits and



Table 11: The Fed and Bank A’s Balance Sheet after Bank A made its loans

the Federal Reserve Bank A
ASSETS LIABILITIES ASSETS LIABILITIES

Securities Reserves $X +$ 20 Reserves $ X+$ 20 -$20 Deposits $5X
Loans +20 Currency Loans $4X +$20 Owed to the Fed +$ 20

let’s call it Bank B. Next is Bank B’s balance sheet:

Table 12: Bank B’s T-account after the deposit but before the loans
ASSETS LIABILITIES

Total Reserves $20 Deposits $20
Required Reserves $4
Excess Reserves $16
Loans

Does this ring a bell? Bank B would start a chain of loanings, spendings and borrowings
among banks,firms and people like Bank A did in our very first example of this handout. So,
without sweat, you can tell this would lead to a total increment of 20× 5 = 100 dollars in the
total deposits of our system after every bank is loaned up.At the same time, the loans made
are 20(A) + 20 × 4(B to infinity) = 100. But the increased reserves are still initial deposits
$20 and this is why the entries have been kept the same on the Fed’s balance sheet after this
deposit multiplication process is going through. Combining all the commercial banks’ balance
sheets, we have the following balance sheets bookkeeping for the whole commercial banking
system and the Federal reserve.

Table 13: The Fed and Bank A’s Balance Sheet after loan is made from the Fed to Bank A

the Federal Reserve Commercial Banking System
ASSETS LIABILITIES ASSETS LIABILITIES

Securities Reserves $M +$ 20 Reserves $ M+$ 20 Deposits $5M +$ 100
Loans +20 Currency Loans $4M +$20+80 Owed to the Fed +$ 20

This is the balance sheet you see in slide 32 on page 66 in your course packet.Hope you have a
better understanding of this. What if the Fed wanted to contract money supply?It could raise
the discount rate so that some bank unwind its loans when they mature which leads to a loan
reduction in the whole banking system. You can try to show the changes on the Fed and the
commercial banks’ balance sheets after discount rate has been hiked and Bank A reduce its
borrowing from the Fed by $30.
The discount rate has been reduced from 6.75% to 0.75%(or 75 basis points) since the first
half of 2007 to expand the money supply and fight the economic crisis.

4. Open Market Operation (OMO)
Last but not the least, the tool of monetary policy I am going to introduce in this section
is called Open Market Operation(OMO).This is the commonly seen and regularly used tool
by the Fed. So this is very important to understand this.The idea is that the commercial
banks and the households hold both government bonds and money(cash and deposits), the
government bonds are in ill liquid form (they can not be used to purchase goods and services)
compared to money that can be used to buy goods and services as medium of exchange. So to
increase the money supply, the Fed has to buy government bonds from the households and pay
money for them.In so doing, the Fed took the ill-liquid government bonds out of the market
and send liquid money into the hands of households and commercial banks that they could
use to buy consumption and investment goods thus stimulating the economy. We’ll get more
on this in Chapter 12.But how should we record changes to the Fed, commercial banks and



the public’s T-accounts to reflect this bonds-buying activity conducted by the Fed? We can
do this by looking at an example.
Without loss of generality, we assume the Fed only buys the government bonds from the public
since buying bonds from the commercial banks has about the same bookkeeping as from the
public.You can do this yourself as an exercise. Now suppose the Fed bought $10 dollars worth
of bonds from the public(we can assume Alice) and pays $10 dollars by depositing this money
in Alice’s commercial bank–Bank A.The RR is still 20% The recorded changes are as follows:

Table 14: The Fed, Bank A and Alice’s Balance Sheets after the Fed bought $10 bonds.

the Federal Reserve Bank A Alice
ASSETS LIABILITIES ASSETS LIABILITIES ASSETS LIABILITIES

Securities +10 Reserves $M +$ 10 Reserves $ M+$ 10 Deposits $5M +$ 10 Deposits $ X+$ 10 Debt
Loans Currency Loans $4M Securities $ Y-$ 10 Net Worth

But this is not the end of our story, once this $10 goes through the commercial banking
system, with banks, firms and people like you and me taking out loans and depositing our pay
checks,when it’s all said and done a total of 10 × 5 = $50 will have been created essentially
out of thin air.

Table 15: The Fed,Banking System and Public’s Balance Sheets after all banks are loaned up

the Federal Reserve Commercial Banking System The public
ASSETS LIABILITIES ASSETS LIABILITIES ASSETS LIABILITIES

Securities +$10 Reserves $M +$ 10 Reserves $ M+$ 10 Deposits $5M +$ 50 Deposits $ X+$ 10 Debt
Loans Currency Loans $4M+$ 40 Securities $ Y-$ 10 Net Worth

We have seen how the Fed increases money supply by buying government bonds form the
public.So conversely, what if the Fed wished to decrease the money supply.of course it could
sell bonds in the open market to the public or commercial banks.In this way, it withdraws
the liquid money from the pockets of the households or commercial banks and send them the
ill-liquid government bonds instead.You can see page 67 in your course packet as a reference.
Now you may ask me why do households and commercial banks buy bonds when the fed
decides to sell them? Let’s a government bond with face value of $100 that matures in one
year for example. Suppose Alice bought it for $90 when it’s initially issued to the public by
the government. This would give her an over 10% nominal interest rate.In other words, she
could buy $100 bonds for $90 and get $10 more than she paid for once it matures one year
from now.But if the Fed wants to buy it in the open market, it may pay Alice $95– $5 dollars
higher than its initial price. This means this bond only yields more than 5% nominal interest
rate on maturity.Or you can understand this by using classical demand-and-supply analysis
that the Fed purchasing government bonds increases its demand thus pushing up its price.Note
that the Fed can target a nominal interest rate by adjusting the price it buys from the private
sectors.For example, the Fed can further reduce the interest rate to only over 1% by buying
$100 bonds for $99.So OMO mainly aims at adjusting interest rates.
Once it brings down the nominal interest rate on government bonds (Usually considered as
risk free interest rate),it first impacts on the interbank nominal interest rate which is the
interest rate banks charge for lending to each other because they have more money available
for making loans now.In addition, the nominal(market) interest rate or return on other risky
financial instruments such as stocks or corporate bonds etc will also be lowered with their prices
increased. I don’t want to introduce too much knowledge on the equilibrium of the financial
market.But the intuition is that once price on government bonds goes up, commercial banks,
businesses or households are more willing to and invest into other risky assets with the cash
from selling government bonds.The increase in demand for these assets would push up their
price and cause their market return rates to decrease.In other words,in the short run when
expected inflation is unchanged, this would lower the real return a private business has to pay



back thus encouraging them to make more investments as part of aggregate expenditure and
eventually stimulating the whole economy.We’ll see more on this in chapter 11,12 and 13. So
purchasing government bonds is considered an expansionary monetary policy.
Conversely,if the Fed wanted to contract money supply, it may sell a $100 bond for, say,$80
(that lowers the market value because the supply of bonds has been increased by the Fed) to
Alice and cause the nominal interest rate to increase.

5. Unconventional Monetary Policies There are also some other unconventional monetary
policies such as Quantitative Easing, Credit Easing,Monetizing the debt and Opera-
tion Twist.

• Quantitative Easing(QE) is an unconventional monetary policy used by the Fed to
stimulate the economy when interest rate is closed to zero so that conventional monetary
policies are ineffective. So the goal of QE is purely to flood the financial institution
with money instead of lowering interest rate which can not be further reduced. The
bookkeeping on balance sheet for QE is about the same as OMO except QE buys in
longer-term Treasury notes and MBS instead of short-time Treasury bonds in OMO.
Since 2008 financial crisis, the Fed has done four rounds of QEs among which the latest
QE4 at the end of 2012 commit $40 billion to the purchase of MBS and $45 billion to
buying up longer-term Treasury Securities.

• Credit Easing(CE) Similar to QE, credit easing actually means the Fed auctions a
variety of collateralized loans to financially sound institutions.The bookkeeping for CE
is the same as Discount Rate approach except new loans are made out by the Fed not
by lowering interest rate. Since financial crisis in 2008, so called Term Asset-Backed
Securities Loan Facility (TALF) and Term Auction Facility(TAF) are different names for
two of these CE programs

• Monetizing the debt Sometimes when interest rates are too high on the T-bonds(the
borrowing cost is too high), the government usually chooses to issue new bonds to the
Fed instead of other financial institutions or household.In this way, the government gets
money to pay-off its old debt or finance deficit. However, in the US and major developed
countries, the government are forbidden by law to buy government debt directly from
the government and must instead buy it from the secondary market.So the government
has to sell T-bonds to private entities which the Fed buys later.The changes on the Fed’s
balance sheet are the same but the T-bonds that get added in the asset column are newly
issued bonds rather than those floating on secondary market.

• Operation Twist(OT) Operation Twist is the nickname for the Feds initiative of buy-
ing longer-term Treasuries and simultaneously selling some of the shorter-dated issues
it already held in order to bring down long-term interest rates.OT aims to reduce the
borrowing cost on the short-term funding market and spur the economy.

We can see these unconventional tools used to increase money supply are variants of traditional
tools.The Fed buys different types of securities other than short term T-bonds or offering new
programs of loans by expanding its balance sheet thus increasing the money supply as part of
the efforts to stimulate the economy.

6. Now let’s summarize what we have learned so far.

Tools used by the Fed Direction Monetary Base Money Supply Nominal Interest Rate

Reserve Requirement
raise stay the same ↓ ↑
lower stay the same ↑ ↓

The Discount Rate
raise contract ↓ ↑
lower expand ↑ ↓

Open market Operation
Selling T-bonds contract ↓ ↑
Buying T-bonds expand ↑ ↓

Table 16: Summarization of the Monetary Policies and their Effects.


